3.1 Curriculum Design: How innovative and engaging is the history curriculum? The handbook gives
a detailed guide to the philosophy of the History department: how members of staff approach the
subject, how the curriculum is adapted to encourage personal interests and specialisms and how
students are well prepared for the demands of History in later study and higher education. Also
included in this document is the curriculum for Years 7-9, showing how those approaches to History
are put into practise.
3.6 Historical Thinking: How well does the history curriculum develop historical thinking? Local,
national, international content is all featured. Year 8 SOW focuses on ‘home’ and ‘away’. One Year
7 module is devoted entirely to local history (Portsmouth Curriculum). Development in historical
thinking is well integrated into each SOW.

3.2 Enquiry: How is enquiry used to effectively develop pupils’ historical thinking and
understanding? Each scheme of work is shaped by an enquiry topic. The Year 8 scheme of work
is listed below.

Year 8 – The Changing World
Unit 1 – Henry VII
Timescale

8 lessons

Enquiry question

Why did Henry break from Rome?

Suggested Content Catherine of Aragon, heirs, Anne Boleyn, Wolsey, Divorce, Cromwell
Skills Causation
Resources Textbook, boardworks
Assessment
Common Assessment Task – Why did Henry break from Rome?
Other opportunities for extended writing: What problems did Henry face at the start of his
reign? Why did Wolsey lose his position?

Unit 2 - The Tudors
Timescale 4 lessons
Enquiry question
Rome?

How much did life in England change as a result of the break with

Suggested Content Religious changes under Edward and Mary monarchs, Pilgrimage of
Grace, other rebellions, recreation
Skills change and continuity
Resources
Boardworks, Powerpoints/electronic resources on T drive
Textbook: The Making of the UK p.2-11
Textbook: Societies in Change (SHP Discovering the Past Yr8) P.26-34
Textbook: Digging Deeper – Britain 1500-1750 p.50-53

Assessment
Written conclusion: ‘How much did life change after the break from Rome?’

Unit 3 - Elizabeth
Timescale

6 lessons

Enquiry question

How successful was Elizabeth I?

Suggested Content Marriage, religious settlement, Armada, Poor Law, Portraits
Skills Source Analysis
Resources Text book, boardworks, R drive
Assessment
Common Assessment Task: Source assessment evaluating Elizabethan portraits and
propaganda
Other opportunities for extended writing: Explain how Elizabeth used portraits to show her
power. How popular was Elizabeth’s religious settlement? Does Elizabeth deserve her
reputation as one of England’s greatest monarchs?

Unit 4 – The Civil War
Timescale

10 lessons

Enquiry question

Why did Charles lose his head?

Suggested Content Gunpowder plot, taxes, religious changes, disputes with parliament,
events of the Civil War
Skills Causation
Resources Powerpoints on T drive, SHP Textbook p.42-63, The Making of the UK p.26-47
Assessment
Common Assessment Task: To what extent was religion the main cause of the Civil
War?
Other opportunities for extended writing: Why was Charles so unpopular? News article on
the arrest of the 5MPs. Why did parliament win the Civil War? Why was Charles executed?

Unit 5 - Cromwell
Timescale

6 lessons

Enquiry question

Does Oliver Cromwell deserve his reputation?

Suggested Content Puritans, regicide, Ireland, Lord Protector
Skills Source analysis and interpretations

Resources Puritan reforms – Making of the UK p.54-55, Diggers and Levellers – SHP p.
68-60, handouts in box files in office, Cromwell – Making of the UK p.47-57, SHP p.64-69,
W Drive videos – Cromwell video and Making of the UK video
Assessment
Debate – Does Cromwell deserve his reputation? Written conclusion
Any of these possible opportunities for extended writing: How did life change under the
Puritans? How reliable is the evidence for Cromwell’s actions in Ireland?

Unit 6 – Bill of Rights
Timescale

4 lessons

Enquiry question

Was the Bill of Rights a continuation of Magna Carta?

Suggested Content Restoration, Glorious Revolution, Bill of Rights,
Skills Change and Continuity
Resources Textbook, Year 7 work
Assessment Why was a Bill of Rights needed?

Unit 7 - Empire
Timescale

8 lessons

Enquiry question

Is the Empire something to be proud of?

Suggested Content Why was the Empire formed? Brief overview of India, Australia,
USA and issues encountered there.
Skills Causation, interpretation, source work
Resources Text book, R drive
Assessment
Common Assessment Task: Did the British Empire have a positive impact?
Other opportunities for extended writing:Why did the Empire grow? Is the Empire something
to be proud of?

Unit 8 – The Slave Trade
Timescale

10 lessons

Enquiry question
Suggested Content The trade triangle, the middle passage, life on plantations, abolition in
the UK
Skills: source skills and causation
Resources: R Drive, Black Peoples of America Text book
Assessment: Opportunities for extended writing could include: Source evaluation and
analysis, creative piece on the middle passage or life on the plantations, essay on how
important was Wilberforce to the abolition of slavery in the UK.

Unit 9 - Civil Rights (after Year 8 exams)
Timescale

8 lessons

Enquiry question

How did life change after abolition?

Suggested Content: Civil War, Reconstruction, KKK, Emmet Til, Rosa Parks, MLK
Skills change and continuity
Resources R Drive, Black Peoples of America Text book
Assessment: News article on Emmet Til murder, comparison of US and GB

3.3 Broad and Balanced Curriculum: How does history contribute to the delivery of a
broad and balanced curriculum? How broad and balanced is the history curriculum? GCSE
and A Level students are able to choose from two courses, each providing different
periods, locations and approaches to the study of history.

3.3 Broad and Balanced Curriculum: How does history contribute to the delivery of a broad and balanced
curriculum? How broad and balanced is the History curriculum? There is an enormous breadth of History
options on offer for prospective A Level students, including options at A Level and IB.
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Sixth Form History at PGS

Welcome to this guide explaining the different courses which
you can study whilst in the Sixth Form at PGS.

First Step: Choose A Level or IB
A Level (2 options)
Medieval &
Early Modern
(16th & 17th
centuries)

Late Modern
(19th & 20th
centuries)

IB
Exact content is determined by
the teacher but examples
include…
• US civil rights and
Apartheid South Africa
• Single Party states
• Regional Study of the
Americas

Be sure to make the right decision! Speak to the Careers
Department for careers advice & the History Department for
specific advice on subject content.
‘’In any moment of decision, the best thing you can do is the
right thing, the next best thing is the wrong thing, and the
worst thing you can do is nothing.’’
Theodore Roosevelt

A Level courses in more detail:
Basic facts:
• We run two full A Level history courses in the Sixth
Form: one is called the Early Modern course and covers
aspects of 16th and 17th century history, while the other
one is the Late Modern course and covers aspects of
nineteenth and twentieth century history. Both courses
cover aspects of both British and European/American
history. The exact order and subject of the modules
varies year by year according to the combination of
teachers for a set
• both courses contain roughly equal amounts of English
and European history taught over 7 forty minute periods
per week by two different teachers with 8 periods in Y13
• the exam board we use for both courses is OCR
Link up with GCSE:
• Most if not all of you will have studied some modern
twentieth century world history for GCSE, plenty of
Hitler and Stalin etc! Both courses aim to build upon the
skills both with sources and essay writing that you have
acquired thus far. We try even with the Late Modern
course to avoid too much duplication of subject matter, so
that the topics you study are fresh and different.

Assessment
• Both courses are modular, that is to say that they are
assessed in separate smaller parts. There are four modules
in all including coursework. One exam is 1 hour long, one
is 1 hour 30 minutes and one is 2 hours 30 minutes.
The exams consist of a mixture of document and essay
based questions. All exams are sat at the end of Y13

(Upper Sixth) . Coursework will be undertaken during
the Autumn Term of Y13.

Topics you could study:
Early Modern course:
•
•
•
•
•

Emperor Charles V
German Reformation
Elizabeth I
The Witch Craze in Europe and beyond in the 16th and 17th
centuries
• Philip II of Spain

Late Modern Course:
•
•
•
•

British Political History 1918-1951
Russia 1855-1956
The History of Warfare 1792-1945
The American Revolution

Coursework
•
This comprises one piece of extended writing of
between 3000 and 4000 words based around a taught
subject but with some scope for you to develop your own
title. It is marked internally and moderated externally. It
comprises 20% of the final A Level mark.

Skills needed to do well with A Level history
• Read widely and thoroughly, and make sensible notes
• A willingness to ask your teachers for help and advice
when you don’t understand things
• The ability to organise your notes well, and to meet
deadlines on time
• Be prepared to argue your case in class; even your
teachers are not necessarily infallible!
• Write fluently and analytically
• Approach sources in a balanced and sensible fashion
• A belief that history is both enjoyable and relevant to the
world of the 21st century

Trips
• There is an annual History trip normally in the first week
of the Easter holidays. Destinations in recent years have
included: China, USA, Germany and Latvia/Lithuania.
They are not compulsory by any means for A Level/IB
historians, but you will be most welcome and such a trip
may help your studies. For Easter 2016 a trip to Budapest
is planned, and to Vietnam in October 2016

Results
• The History Department consistently gets very good
results. Our A/B pass rate is consistently over 90% (100%
in 2015) and above the school average most years. An
average of 2-3 pupils go on to read the subject at Oxbridge
alone every year – 4 in 2016

IB Course in more detail:

Why choose IB History?
• At GCSE you have experienced a range of different
subjects within History, whether it be through the SHP or
the Modern World options. IB History builds on your core
History skills and develops them further taking an
international and diverse group of Modern History topics.

Content- What will be in the course?
Exact content will depend on the teacher and some topics are
exclusively for Higher Level students (indicated HL). However
an idea of the types of things you will study are listed below:
• Paper 1 Rights and protest: civil rights in the USA 1954-65
and Apartheid South Africa 1948-64
• Paper 2 Single Party States (including: China, the USSR
and Peron’s Argentina) The Cold War
• Paper 3 (HL) Regional Study of The Americas
o The US Civil War and Reconstruction 1820-77
o Great Depression 1929-39 (covering the USA, Canada
and Brazil)

Coursework: a 2000 word Historical Investigation on a subject
of your own choice (for both Levels in the course).

Skills- What will I learn to do?
• History is an excellent subject for developing many skills
that can be transferred into other subjects and
disciplines. By studying IB History you will develop
reasoning and analytical skills and practise your
inquisitive ability by inquiring about events, motivations
and opinions of historians. History students will be able
to study events and opinions and will be interested in
challenging this insight to the past through the eyes of the
present. It is also an excellent preparation for the
Extended Essay which all IB students must do.
IB History students will need to:
• Read widely and thoroughly, and make sensible notes
• Show a willingness to ask your teachers for help and
advice when you don’t understand things
• Organise your notes well, and to meet deadlines on time

• Be prepared to argue your case in class; even your
teachers are not necessarily infallible!
• Write fluently and analytically
• Approach sources in a balanced and sensible fashion
• Believe that history is both enjoyable and relevant to the
world of the 21st century
Organisation- How is the course organised?
• The course will be organised into 2 Levels – Higher and
Standard which are taught separately.
Assessment- How will I be assessed?
• All students will have external exams in May of their
Second Year and the different Levels will be assessed with
the following weightings:
Standard Level
• Paper 1 (I hour) 30%
• Paper 2 (1 ½ hours) 45%
• Internal Assessment (coursework) 25%
Higher Level
•
•
•
•

Paper 1 (1 hour) 20%
Paper 2 (1 ½ hours) 25%
Paper 3 (2 ½ hours) 35%
Internal Assessment (coursework) 20%

‘’It is no use saying, 'We are doing our best.' You have got to
succeed in doing what is necessary.’’ Winston Churchill

3.4 Time Allocation: How effectively is the status of history reflected in the curriculum? This
extract from the department handbook for 2015-16 shows that history is given an important
place in the whole school curriculum. A Year 9 timetable is included for evidence.

3.5 Local Dimension: How effectively is the local environment used to support learning in history?
The school is lucky enough to be situated in an incredibly historic part of Portsmouth. This is taken
advantage of in a Year 7 topic: students walk down the street on which PGS is situated, find
various pieces of evidence to answer the set questions and make notes on this sheet. It raises
awareness of the role their local environment has played in a national context, as well as
encouraging students at an early stage to correctly support their answers with evidence.

The High Street History Trail.
What is the aim of this trail?
There are a number of reasons why you are going to start your Portsmouth
Curriculum course in the High Street. On the school’s door step is one of the most
historic streets in Hampshire, and by learning from the history around us, you should
be able to make sense of national and international events. Also understand how
events are commemorated and why changes take place at different times. Finally, it
will give you the opportunity to act as something of a detective, since not all answers
are immediately obvious.

How to complete the trail?
Fill in your answers in the spaces below using proper sentences, you have 30 minutes
to complete the trail and do be aware that the questions are not necessarily all in
order. You need to be alert and eagle eyed at all times! As you will be working on a
street you must behave at all times working individually or in small groups of no
more that three people. Be particular respectful of people’s privacy so don’t peer in
people’s front windows and ensure that you are not blocking the High Street. You do
not need to go beyond the plague near the Square tower.

Your trail starts here!!!
1. This street has associations with several famous people, these include:
Admiral Nelson, The Duke of Buckingham [ a friend and minister to King
James I and Charles I], John Pounds [ an early pioneer in education], and
Catherine of Braganza [ wife of Charles II]. What are the connections of each
one with the street, and describe some of the ways they are commemorated [
remembered] in the street today.
George court near the CO op
Near number 10- it is clear from the plaque
John pounds church- it is clear from the plaque
House across the road
Catherine Braganza – she was married to Charles II in the church on Governors
green
2. As you walk under the arches find out three early uses of buildings on the site
of PGS, and what evidence tells us that the school cannot always have been on
this site?
Richard I palace, a theatre and the barracks on the boards under the arch!!

3. Many of the buildings in today’s High Street appear quite modern and less
than 60 years old, what historical event is likely to explain this?
WWII and the blitz it is worth shoeing them buildings like number 10 and comparing
this with very modern builds and just asking them to consider what major event in 20th
century resulted in such destruction.

4. Stop for a minute outside the Cathedral and look at the building; do you think
the building was designed and built at the same time? Give a reason or
evidence to support your answer.
Built over four centuries. The main clue is the older building and its brick work which
is an example for the 12th century!!! Whereas as the latter part of the building is
1920s

5. How do you know you could post a letter in the High Street in Queen
Victoria’s reign?
The post box next to the Duke of Bucks pub. There are her initials on the box
6. What find three important wars that are marked by memorials in the street?
Two are mentioned near the cathedral and obviously Nelson and there is another
plaque down near the square tower.
7. Portsmouth as you would expect is a city by the sea- What are the special
connection with USA and Australia?
There is a detailed plaque near the square tower.

8. Why is the Square Tower a special building in the High street?
Charles I bust shows that it was an important military building – it held the armoury
for the monarch and garrison in Portsmouth until the 20th Century.

9. What evidence is there of any old naval weapons having a more peaceful role
in the street today?
The two bollards by the post box next to the Duke of Bucks pub.

10. This street is called The High Street yet why does this seem a rather strange
name now, given what it is used for today? What explanation would you
offer?
It was a commercial centre but is now residential. So there use to be lots of shops
and now houses.

